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Location

Our field camp was located on
the west end of the lake on Konrad Brook, approximately in the
geographical middle of Labrador
in both the north-south and eastwest axes. With headwaters near
the Québec border, Konrad Brook
flows through a deep canyon,
draining into Voisey’s Bay. Exact
coordinates for the camp are
N56°13’ 08.4”, W62°46’37.6”.
Ecologically it is within the High
Subarctic Tundra Ecoregion of
Labrador (3, light blue, on the
Newfoundland and Labrador
Ecoregion map, right). The verdant valleys, steep sides and
barren highlands are readily seen
on the satellite image, below
(source: Google Earth): green is
forest and brown is barren tundra
highland.
Our campsite is marked by the
red dot and our field trips are
shown in yellow. Because of the
difficult access to the highlands
from camp, disproportionate time
was spent collecting in the forested valley. Two hours with a
helicopter allowed us to collect in
two separate tundra sites, bringing back as many tundra species as the entire rest of the time
together. For trip descriptions,
see Journal, for geography, see
Physiography and for arctic and
other species, see Mycota.
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Why take an interest in mushrooms?
In scientific terms, part of the definition of life
is the ability to reproduce. Figure 1 is a schematic outline of the evolution of life on Earth.
Life first began
some four billion
years ago when a
random combination of molecules
formed a strand
of genetic material with an ability
to replicate itself.
Trial of several
evolutionary paths
followed, some to
dead ends, some
progressing in a
seemingly purposeful direction.
Most of the resulting experimental
life forms are now
extinct.

for rigidity. Animals and fungi developed a different biopolymer, chitin, for the same purpose,
shared by both, but not by plants.

animals and mushrooms arose from a common
trunk. Thus mushrooms are more closely related to us than they are to plants. Plants incorporated chlorophyll, which fungi and animals lack.
Plants use the biopolymers cellulose and lignin

The fine threads (hyphae) of fungi are much
more efficient than even the smallest rootlet at
getting water and minerals from the soil. For
this reason most trees and many other plants
form relationships with fungi, where the tree

Figure 2 is a generalized schematic
of the system
these three kingdoms have worked
out over the millennia. Plants
have chlorophyll,
allowing them to
capture and store
the energy of the
sun through photosynthesis. This
energy allows
them to grow and
reproduce. Animals lack chlorophyll and need to
eat plants or planteating animals in
It took about two
order to get some
billion more years
of the sun’s enof evolution and
ergy, so that they,
symbiosis to get
in turn, can grow
from a simple
and reproduce.
strand of genetic
Eventually plants
material to a single
and animals die.
celled organism
Locked in their
Figure 1. Tree of Life
(like an amoeba)
bodies are all the
with a complex structure: cell membrane, organ- building blocks required to make them. Were
elles, mitochondria, nucleus containing genetic
this to persist, soon the system would run out of
material and so forth. To-day, after a further two raw material to make more plants and animals.
billion years of trial on error, we recognize three The fungi in this system decompose dead plants
groups of large, complex, multicelled organisms and animals, thus acquiring the energy stored
with tissues and organs, all three multiplying by therein for their own growth and reproduction,
sexual reproduction: Plantae (plants), Animalia
and in the process releasing the building blocks
(animals) and Fungi (mushrooms).
back into the system so that new plants and
In evolutionary terms, plants split off earlier, but animals can be built.
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down and release raw materials for making new plants and
so on. On the other hand, if
mushrooms were to disappear
the system would soon grind
to a halt and life, as we know
it, would come to an end due
to a lack of raw materials to
build new organisms.
Considering all the above, it
becomes apparent why we
should take an interest in
mushrooms.
1. They constitute a huge
group, an entire Kingdom,
that essentially has been unstudied in Newfoundland and
Labrador.
Figure 2. The functional interrelationship of the big three kingdoms.

trades some of its sugars for water and minerals. Without this relationship, we would not
have our boreal forests, only stunted bushes at
best. Thus mushrooms are direct contributors to
healthy forests and a most significant economic
factor for our forestry industry.
Some fungi also act as parasites and pathogens
to either plants or animals, including man. Not
surprisingly, these small groups have been the
subject of a disproportionate amount of study.
What is surprising, is that the tree pathogens,
decreasing commercial value of harvestable
and harvested wood, are actively studied, while
the much larger bulk of fungi, supporting the
growth of the forest in the first place, do not receive anywhere near the same amount of study.
Mushrooms have been used as food for centuries. Many peoples have been able to survive
times of famine thanks to the nutritional supplement provided by mushrooms to their diet. Man
has learned to use fungi for many other purposes, including antibiotics and anticancer drugs.
Of all such uses three stand out: if it were not
for fungi, we would have no bread, beer or wine.
Contemplating Figure 2 suggests that we, the
animal kingdom, are irrelevant to the system. If
animals were to be eliminated, plants would still
grow and die, mushrooms would still break them

2. They make up a kingdom
like ours, the closest related to
us among the big three kingdoms.

3. Their function is essential to life on the
planet.
4. They have a vital role in the growth of our
forest, one of our important economic resources.
5. They are a source of nutrition and have
many other beneficial uses for mankind.
We know a lot about the animals of Newfoundland and Labrador, quite a lot about the plants,
but amazingly little about the mushrooms.
Conducting inventories to learn what mushrooms grow in an area is the first rudimentary
step toward learning something about this entire
kingdom of organisms.
No claim is made that knowledge about mushrooms will make a direct and immediate contribution to the economy or welfare of individuals or communities. Although their study may
uncover some use as harvestable non-timber
products of our forests, such use is insignificant
compared to their importance in the big issues
described above. While it may be unlikely that
knowledge about mushrooms will advance any
individual’s economic position significantly, pursuit of such knowledge can enrich that person’s
life immeasurably.
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Journal
Sunday, July 20
Anne Marceau,
Michael Burzynski and Andrus Voitk
flew by plane from Deer Lake, arriving in Goose Bay around noon. Met
by Claudia Hanel, who had driven
from the Island with gear. Went to
Wildlife Division office to retrieve
and sort equipment, then to float
plane base for weigh-in. Weight
was way over so we decided to
leave the inflatable boat and its motor for the next group to take. Left
most gear in locked storage overnight.
Monday, July 21
Shopped for
some last minute items and perishable food. Repacked some gear,
and transferred it to dockside ready
for loading. Flight left 10:45, took 2
hours 10 minutes to lake on Konrad
Brook. Landed around 1:00 pm.
Hot, sunny, lake flat calm. Unloaded
and carried everything about 100 m
across a small brook to the chosen
camp site. Noticed sow and cub
bear tracks along the beach. Flies
overwhelmed us in first 10 minutes,
requiring bug jackets and repellent.
Unlocked and loaded one shotgun.
Located bear bangers. Andrus
found the first mushroom within
15 minutes. Set up four personal
tents away from cooking area, but
close together for bear safety. Took
a break and walked up the beach.
Bear encountered at northern tip,
followed Claudia and Anne down
the beach. Bear was eventually
scared off with bear bangers and
a rubber bullet. Finished setting
up camp, made Andrus’ light MSR
wing tent into base lab. Located a
site and Michael and Andrus dug
a latrine by hand (couldn’t find the
shovel) and constructed a campcraft ”throne”. Established a hygiene and bear protection routine

Inflow of Konrad Brok, oxbows, sandy beach from the air.

Our village of 4 tents, lab tent in background. Kitchen behind that, swimming
hole beyond.

Good bug jackets allow plenty of smiles despite the flies, but when climbing
300 m in 30°C weather, the jackets had to come off, allowing free flow to blood,
sweat and tears.
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Looking down the lake.

and with Claudia’s climbing expertise raised
food coolers into tall spruce trees for the night.
Constructed a pile of pots and dishes to serve
as an alarm. Everyone is now wearing full fly
protection. In the two outer tents, Michael and
Andrus each sleep with a loaded shotgun.
Tuesday, July 22
Sunny and hot, probably
around 30°C. Up at 7 am. Flies bad. Scouting
for a route up onto plateau. Spent about three

Camp Konrad’s most familiar sight,
Wade in light and work at night.

hours exploring in a small stream gully and
waterfall at the south end of the beach. Some
of the white spruce in the forest are very large,
over 2 m dbh. Game trails and bear signs everywhere. Michael is acting as bear monitor,
carries bear bangers and a loaded shotgun
at all times. The vegetation indicates that the
bedrock is calcareous, and there is a high diversity of plants and fungi there, collected a lot of
specimens. Found Oxyria (mountain sorrel) and
collected some for supper. Returned to camp to
work on specimens. Late in the day, during a lull
in the flies, we jumped in the pool beside camp
to wash off sweat and insect repellant. Made a
smudge fire during supper to burn food wastes,
and deter flies. Collected dry wood, and covered
it with a tarp as a contingency in case of rain.

Above the tree line.
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Wednesday, July
23Sunny and
hot. Explored up
Konrad Brook
to a high sand
terrace, wading in the water
up to our thighs
in places. It felt
good in the heat.
Around 1:00
pm we heard a
helicopter approaching, and
hurried back to
Mending nets, Konrad style.
camp to meet
Esteri Ohenoja. Helicopter left. After a quick
sandwich lunch, the entire team headed back
up Konrad Brook, climbed the sand terrace,
wandered through dry lichen-black spruce forest, then returned to the river and continued
upstream to a large oxbow, and then hiked back
in and along the river, collecting plants and fungi
along the way. Back at camp around 6:30. Still
hot! Worked past nightfall sorting, pressing,
drying specimens. Nightfall is after 11:00 PM.
Andrus and Esteri sing back and forth.
Thursday, July 24 Tried for an early start. Up
at 6 am. Left camp at 8:30 to climb up to the
tundra. Found a route by going upstream along
the base of the escarpment to the south of our
camp where we could scramble up a Ledum
(Labrador tea) covered talus slope. Treeline is
not far up the hillside, but it’s steep. Very hot,
very buggy. We sweat off the repellent as soon
as it’s applied. On the open highlands tundra
vegetation covers most surfaces, but moist
rock faces and overhangs sustain a calcareous
flora. Great views looking down on the camp.

Overcast.

Hiked south-eastwards to the head valley of the
stream that we had visited on the 22nd. In the
hollow, found characteristic snowbed vegetation surrounded by lush willow brush. Hiked
upstream a short distance then headed west
again. As we left the valley, singing and talking
loudly because of the concern about bears, we
spotted a bear running away from us. It bounded for as long as we could see, until it became
a tiny speck nearing the horizon. Back at camp
around 5:00. Sorted, identified, and preserved
specimens. Everyone swam/
bathed in the
pool. The water in the small
brook is noticeably lower each
day.
Friday, July 25
Light overcast,
warm. Flies still
bad. Slow starting today after
the big hike yesterday. Around
11:00 am we
headed back up
Boiling.
the small gully
at the south end of beach. Explored as high as
was safe (very slippery climbing with wet rocks
and falling water), poking into the dense growth
alongside the brook. Tried to go along lakeshore

Two-hour heliforay onto high tundra. Heavy, low cloud hides
view of river valley below.
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around 7:00 pm and caught a
brook trout, a char, and a lake
trout for another late supper.
Smudge again to burn wastes
and keep flies at bay—hah!
Saturday, July 26
Light
overcast, warm, bad flies.
Entire team headed up Konrad Brook again. Bear tracks
along lakeshore, stream
banks and gravel bars. Hiked
back up onto terrace, following
caribou paths and openings in
the spruce-lichen woodland.
Found a large spruce with
sapsucker holes in its bark.
Stayed high, then cut down
to the water farther upstream
than our previous visit. Water
was actually pleasant enough
for swimming. Collected along
entire route. Back at camp by
5:00 pm. Collections sorted,
identified, and preserved until
supper, around 9:00 pm.
Sunday, July 27 Overcast,
drizzly, warm, bad flies.
Around 12:00 headed into
wetland to west of camp. Bear
sign everywhere. Made a
circle through wet woods and
came back by brook at south
end of beach. Back in camp
by 4:00 pm. Clearing. Bathed
in brook. Specimens worked
up past dusk.

Mushrooming in the spray zone.

to the east but cliffs drop off sharply. Returned
with specimens to camp around 2:00. A chance
to catch up on backlog of specimens. Gun
safety and familiarization session during which
everyone got to handle, load, and fire a shotgun. Michael returned to the mouth of the brook

Monday, July 28
Overcast, drizzle, cooler. Bad flies.
Team headed into forest at
south end of beach around
12:30 pm. Climbed up onto
ridges to west of camp. Drizzle let up as afternoon wore
on, but the flies were persistent. Back at camp
with collections around 5:00 pm. Helicopter arrived from Goose Bay with Isabelle Schmelzer
while we were hiking back, and later returned
with Joe Brazil, Meherzad Romer, and Jim
Goudie from the falcon camp, along with the
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and Michael got to use up some of chopper’s
remaining precious fuel to sample two tundra
sites on hilltops northwest of the lake. Clouds
lifted just enough to make this possible. Chopper chased a bear away from the site before
the team was landed. Wind and rain changed
direction. Kitchen tarp rearranged to make it
more weatherproof. Meherzad suffering from a
bad cold. He went fishing and caught a trout,
which cheered him up a little. Still unable to
leave.
Thursday, July 31 Heavy overcast, cold, low
cloud. Waited all day in camp for news every hour. Drinking hot tea and hot chocolate
for warmth and comfort. We trade books.
We’ve gradually unpacked everything again,
which with nine people in the big tent makes
it crowded. While food is still plentiful, different tastes make cooking for the large group
a challenge. Michael digs a new latrine. Jeff
tends the fire. Unable to leave.

The Lab, inside and out.

helicopter pilot, Jeff Goodyear. We were five;
now we are ten. Mushroom group prepares to
leave the next day by float plane, to be replaced
by insect team. Shelley Pardy sent special last
supper with Isabelle, Jeff provided wine. Erected a tarp shelter for the kitchen against constant
rain.
Tuesday, July 29
Overcast, drizzle, low
cloud/fog. Cold, everyone wearing sweaters and
coats. Low ceiling grounds all planes in eastern
Labrador. Bear protocols not followed rigidly,
people wandering away from camp alone
and without protection. Microscopes, dryers,
books, specimens and most equipment has
been packed up in anticipation of departure.
Collected around the camp, mostly around old
alders and edge of woods. Unable to leave
because of weather. Jeff flew Jim out to Nain
below clouds in valley. Michael dug a new
latrine (with shovel, this time).
Wednesday, July 30 Heavy overcast, cold
(around 5°C), low cloud. Still waiting. Updating weather and flight reports every hour.
Between 1:00 to 4:00 Esteri, Andrus, Claudia,

Friday, August 1 Heavy overcast, cold, low
cloud. The photographers compare lenses
and have a macro-photography shoot-off.
Around 1:30 pm, a group walked up to
northern end of beach and up into mouth of
Konrad Brook to find and photograph tiny rickenellas associated with liverworts. Fresh bear
signs along beach. Michael and Andrus waded
across, but the water is cold and the rest of the
team wander back to look at birds. Boredom is
beginning to set in! Can’t make proper expedition, because every day we have to call in every
1-2 hrs about weather. Unable to reach helicopter fuel caches on the fogged-in highlands, Jeff

Campfire. Jeff was a wildman for firemaking.
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slips out under the clouds by following Konrad
valley out to the coast to refuel in Nain. Claudia, Isabelle and Anne tagged along, and while
Jeff refueled, jogged into town for groceries.
Saw 11 bears during the flight. Still no indication of when a plane will be able to fly in from
Goose Bay. It now looks like we shall dismantle
the camp completely when we
leave since the
insect group,
weatherbound
in Goose, will
not have time to
make it in.
Saturday, August 2 Overcast. Around
9:15 am, a bear
is seen coming towards the
camp from the
northern end of
the beach. A lot
of photographs So near, yet so far away.
were taken,
until it reached the helicopter just outside the
camp. It then charged the group of eight who
were watching and photographing it. Isabelle
set off a bear banger, the bear veered into the
alders, then reappeared to approach the group
from the side. Michael shot it at close range
with a rubber bullet, and the bear left. In the
afternoon, Jeff decided that the ceiling was high
enough for him to make a fast flight out with
Joe, Esteri, Meherzad, and Isabelle. Esteri was
just going to make her connection for a conference in Montana. The floatplane was supposed
to pick up the rest of us shortly thereafter. Camp
dismantled, except for large lab tent, packed
and readied on the beach. Around 6:30 we
heard the plane through the clouds, glimpsed
it briefly as it circled three times, then left. Unfortunately, they could not see well enough to
land. Despondency. Michael dug a new latrine.
Because of the bear problem, we decided to all
sleep in the large tent. Even with bug nets on, it
was a good night for mosquitoes. Not so good
for us.

Sunday, August 3 Still overcast, but gradually lifting. By early afternoon, with encouraging news from the floatplane base, we again
dismantled the camp and carried all of the
remaining bags and boxes to the landing area
at the southern end of the beach. Around 3:00
pm the floatplane finally landed. We helped the
pilot and copilot unload
a cache of oil
drums and
rolled them
well above
the water line,
then loaded
our equipment. In the
air by 4:00.
Beautiful flight
back to Goose
Bay. Unloading, sorting,
repacking
seemed interminable, but
by 8;30 pm we
were showered, changed and sitting in a restaurant, celebrating.
Monday, August 4 Anne flew to Deer Lake
(only one seat was available because all flights
in Labrador had been shut down for a week due
to low clouds).
Tuesday, August 5 Andrus and Michael flew
back to Deer Lake. Claudia set off with a truckload of equipment and specimens.
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Physiography

Red dot shows campsite. River valleys support dense forest of large spruce, highlands are covered in rock barrens with tundra
vegetation.

Geology
Konrad Brook lies within a wide band of gneiss
of the Southeastern Churchill Province. This
rock is of Early Proterozoic to Archaean age.
The gneiss is formed from metamorphosed intrusive tonalitie and granite. In the area around
Konrad Brook Pond, this gneiss is cross-cut by
metamorphosed dykes of basic rock. Some of
these dykes have been dated using U-Pb zicon
at 2 billion years old. Around our field camp,
these dykes are composed mostly of mafic
gneiss metamorphosed from gabbro, ultramaficgabbroic-leucogabbroic intrusions, and from
rocks of presumed volcanic origin. Most of our
fieldwork occurred within this rock type, explaining the frequent occurrence of basic soil-loving
species.
Several large east-west oriented faults cut
across all bedrock types in this part of Labrador, all over 100 km long. During the recent Ice
Age the weakened rock along these faults was
excavated by moving ice, forming deep glacial
valleys and troughs. After the most recent glaciation, meltwater and runoff followed the valleys.
This has produced a series of rivers with similar
characteristics: long straight valleys with many
tributaries, valleys filled with deep unconsolidated alluvial deposits eroded into meanders and

ox-bows, and very long, deep finger lakes. This
pattern is seen in each of the Kogaluk RiverCabot Lake, Konrad Brook-and Lake, Anaktalik
River-Anaktalik Lake, and Fraser River-Tasisuak
Lake systems.
Sources
Ryan, B. (compiler). 1990.Preliminary geological map of the
Nain Plutonic Suite and surrounding rocks (Nain-Nutak, NS 14
S.W). Map 90-44, scale 1:500,000. Geological Survey Branch,
Department of Mines and Energy, St. John’s, NL
Wardle, R.J., C.F. Gower, B. Ryan, G.A.G./ Nunn, D.T. James,
and A Kerr. 1997, Geological map of Labrador. Map 97-07,
scale 1:1,000,000. Geological Survey Branch, Department of
Mines and Energy, Gov. of Newfoundland and Labrador.

Biology
The treeline in this part of Labrador is closely
related to proximity to the coast and protection
of river valleys. All of the heights of land around
Konrad Brook are covered in sub-Arctic tundra and small patches of dwarf trees. The valleys, however support a dense growth of White
spruce, Black spruce, Eastern larch, and White
birch. Some of the White spruce attain a diameter of over two metres. As one climbs out of the
valleys, however, treeline is reached very quickly (at about 310 metres altitude). Major habitat
types that we encountered include White spruce
forest, sedge wetland, Cladonia-Kalmia-Black
spruce forest, and rock barrens.
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Flora

A Konrad florilegium. L to R: Wormskjold’s alpine speedwell (Veronica wormskjoldii), closed-head sedge (Carex media), Labrador
lousewort (Pedicularis labradorica), alpine bistort (Persicaria vivipara) and elephanthead (Pedicularis grænlandica).

The Konrad Brook area is considered part of the
High Subarctic Tundra ecoregion, which is quite
a mixture of different vegetation types, many of
which are not actually tundra. The high plateau
of this area is incised with deep, steep-sided
glacial valleys.
To everyone’s surprise, the valley floor and
sides were found to be inhabited by relatively
lush forest communities reminiscent of the forests hundreds of kilometers to the south. One of
the most common forest types is a moist to wet
white spruce (Picea glauca) forest with trees so

Meadow of grass (Calamagrostis sp.) and cotton grass (Eriphorum sp.) on riverside sandbank.

large that some of them take several people to
encircle them. The understory varied greatly,
but is comprised mostly of boreal species familiar from further south, such as bunchberry
or crackerberry (Cornus canadensis), squashberry (Viburnum edule), and bakeapple (Rubus
chamaemorus).
The lowlands in the floodplain of the brook also
contain several ponds, which originated as river
meanders, but are now separated from the main
channel. These are sometimes edged by meadows comprised of several sedge (Carex) and
cottongrass (Eriophorum) species. However,
aquatic vegetation was very sparse, consisting
only of bur-reeds (Sparganium sp.)
At our beach campsite we were welcomed by
river beauties (Chamaenerion latifolium)—see
inside covers—and northern goldenrod (Solidago multiradiata) and these species were
also encountered on sandy shorelines upstream along Konrad Brook. Riparian habitats
are usually species-rich and northern Labrador was no exception. A tall wildflower that
was particularly noticeable was elephanthead
(Pedicularis groenlandica). Grasses, such as
mountain hairgrass (Vahlodea purpurea), bent
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grasses (Agrostis spp.) and
reedgrasses
(Calamagrostis spp.) were
much more
diverse and
abundant along
the river shore
than sedges.
Thickets of
mountain alder
(Alnus viridis
ssp. crispa) and
willow (Salix spp.) were
found in seasonally flooded
areas slightly
higher on the
banks and
formed perfect
hiding places for
Solitary, sparse, scattered highland stands of black spruce (Picea mariana)
bears.
The tundra vegetation is perhaps even more
Past glacial activvariable than the forest, ranging from dry, gravity resulted in large sand terraces along the
elly tundra with scattered rock outcrops, to wet
north side of the valley upstream of the lake.
depressions dominated by cotton grasses (ErioDue to the dry and nutrient-poor conditions in
phorum spp.). The flora of the shores of small
this sandy habitat the forests are of a park-like
streams is especially diverse. Depending on the
character, with scattered black spruce (Picea
local microtopography, these areas accumulate
mariana) and an understory of caribou lichens.
larger amounts of snow, which persists well into
Ericaceous shrubs, such as northern blueberry
the summer. Plants such as northern willow (Sa(Vaccinium boreale), Labrador tea (Rhododenlix arctophila), snowbed willow (Salix herbacea),
dron groenlandicum) and partridgeberry (Vacdwarf or arctic cudweed (Gnaphalium supinum)
cinium vitis-idaea) are also abundant in this
and
Wormskjold’s alpine speedwell (Veronica
forest.
wormskjoldii) thrive in such late snowbeds.
On the upper slopes of the valley, the forest becomes sparser and reduced in stature. Typically
northern species, such as trappers’ tea (Rhododendron tomentosum) and Labrador lousewort
(Pedcularis labradorica) appear.
Even higher above the valley the reason for the
naming of the ecoregion finally becomes apparent. The top of the plateau is covered with
various tundra communities interspersed with
small groves of stunted black spruce and tamarack (Larix laricina) in sheltered areas. Patches
of dwarf birches, such as glandular birch (Betula
glandulosa) are common.

Nostoc ball—cyanobacterium colony.
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Fauna—Invertebrate
During or mushroom fieldwork we both experienced, and collected, insects. One of the most
difficult aspects of our work was dealing with
blackflies. The blackflies were active during the
day (mosquitoes filled in during the evening and
nighttime), although there seemed to be a lull
around 4:00
or 5:00 pm,
which, thankfully coincided
with supper.

all-net jackets are cooler, but tear easily while
going through dense bush. The canvas and net
combinations are strong, but can be stiflingly
hot. All bug jackets caused glasses to fog up on
hot days, and the combination of fog and mesh
made it almost impossible to see anything, so
sometimes the
net had to be
opened and
blood had to
be shed to allow the survey
to continue.
We became
proficient at
eating with
the jackets on
(using either
a quick unzip,
bite, and zip
of the face
portion, or
by pushing a
sandwich up
from underneath), and
with drinking
water through
the mesh.

Bug jackets
became a uniform, and were
worn all day,
every day. We
were forced
to put our bug
jackets on
before we left
the tents in
the morning,
and often only
took them off
at night once
the tent screen
had been
tightly shut.
Taking the
There were
jacket off ususeveral speally released
cies of blacka couple of
flies in the
dozen blackswarms, but
flies into the
the worst
tent, and there
were much
were always
larger than
several hundred dead flies Black fly bites from first day in camp, seen two days later, when the swelling has gone the species
down. They got in through a small hole in the bug jacket. Esteri smiled throughout…
that we usuthat fell out of
the folds of the jacket as it was taken off. Tears, ally encounter in Newfoundland. The large
blackflies had no white markings on their legs,
even small ones, had to be repaired each eveand were 5 to 6 mm long. They also had the
ning, because the flies would find any opening
disconcerting habit of diving directly for the
in the jackets. Some of us wore fingerless bug
gloves, but for the most part we became oblivimucous membranes around eyes and mouth.
ous to bites on our hands as long as we could
All of us suffered bite wounds, and most of us
keep the flies off our faces. There are two types had eye or mouth swellings at some point. The
of bug jackets, and each has its merits. The
flies were particularly bad during the hot days
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We had to wear fly jackets all the time: in the field, even in the hottest weather, inside when the mosquitoes were bad, while cooking and eating, and while resting. If you took them off because of heat during exertion, you paid for it in blood.

at the beginning of our stay (when it reached 30
to 35°C), although they tapered off a bit around
noon each day. In the second week, when the
temperature dropped to 5°C, the flies were still
out all day, but in smaller numbers. Mercifully,
the blackflies tended not to bite when they got
inside the tents, but the mosquitoes made up for
that.
A quote from Medical and Veterinary Entomology (G.R. Mullen and L.A. Durden (eds.), Elsevier Press) summarizes our experience well: “No
human deaths from simuliid bites have been
recorded in the 20th century, although anecdotal
accounts suggest that an unclothed human can
be exsanguinated in about 2 hr in some areas
of Russia. Exposure to fierce attacks of biting
and swarming black flies can severely effect
a person’s emotional state and produce shortterm psychological effects that reduce individual
efficiency.” I think that we all felt somewhat depressed for the first couple of days at the camp,
until we learned to deal with the constant flies.

Insects
Insect collections were made during the foray,
usually by capturing insects that had blundered
into the tents, but also with several improvised
pitfall traps. Several hundred specimens were
preserved in alcohol, mostly dipterans (simuliids, midges, mosquitoes, tabanids, and syrphids). trichopterans, various hymenopterans
(ants, bumblebees, a small wasp), coleopterans
(including several staphylinids, a carabid, and a
large (37 mm long) dityscid larva that was found
crawling in a small lake northwest of the camp).
The preserved insect specimens have been
sent to Dave Langor for identification.
Spiders
Only one spider was collected.
Nematodes
A horsehair worm, Nematomorpha sp., more
than 10 cm long was collected in the lake.
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Molluscs
Slug—Derosceras laeve on a few occasions.
A single shell of Lymnaea stagnalis, over 20
mm from end to end, from a pond on the highlands northwest of the camp.
Identified by John Maunder:
•

2 Discus whitneyi* (land snails)

•

Euconulus fulvus* (land snail)

•

Stagnicola elodes (freshwater snail)

•

pea clams

•

fingernail clams

* first Labrador record

Right: One way to avoid wearing a bug jacket: stand in
the smoke of a smudge fire and beat the flies off with your
cap. Background is fog, not smoke.

Blackflies assailed us whenever we left the tents, but at least stopped biting when they became trapped inside the tents. They made
a sound like a light rain all day as they battered against the fabric.
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Fauna—Vertebrate

Fish

•

One brief fishing expedition provided us with
three species of salmonids (picture, above):

•

•
•
•

Brook trout, Salvelinus fontinalis
Lake trout, Salvelinus namaycush
Arctic char, Salvelinus alpinus

•

White-rumped sandpiper, Eriola fuscicollis,
seen.
Great-horned owl, Bubo virginianus, wing
feather collected under a perch.
Hawk owl, Surnia ulula, carcass washed up
on beach.

Several three-spined sticklebacks, Gasterosteus
aculeatus, were seen in stillwaters at the mouth
of Konrad Brook.
Birds
Birds were extremely secretive. Few were seen,
but several were eventually spotted, or heard, or
we saw signs left by them.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Common loon, Gavia immer, heard.
White-winged scoters, Melanitta deglandi,
seen.
Merganser (probably common) seen briefly.
Spruce grouse, Canachites canadensis,
feathers.
Least sandpiper, Calidris minutilla, seen.
Solitary sandpiper, Tringa solitaria, seen,
heard.
Spotted sandpiper, Actitis macularia, seen
with young on river flats, nesting.

Above: Wind-ruffled northern waterthrush on Konrad shore.
Next page: White-crowned sparrow
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yellow-bellied sapsucker, Sphyrapicus
varius, holes in spruce trunk.
Boreal chickadee, Parus hudsonicus, heard.
Grey jay, Perisoreus canadensis, seen.
American robin, Turdus migratorius, heard,
eggshell found, nesting.
Swainson’s thrush, Hylocichla ustulata,
heard.
Red-eyed vireo, Vireo olivaceus, heard.
Northern waterthrush, Seiurus noveboracensis, seen foraging.
Yellow-rumped warbler, Dendroica coronata,
flycatching.
Pine grosbeaks, Pinicola enucleator, heard
and seen.
White-winged crossbills, Loxia leucoptera,
seen and heard, about 50.
Slate-coloured junco, Junco hyemalis, gleaning insects from tents.
White-crowned sparrow, Zonotrichia leucophrys, seen.
Fox sparrow, Passerella iliaca, heard.

•
•
•
•
•

Red squirrel, Tamiasciurus hudsonicus,
seen, heard.
Porcupine, Erethizon dorsatum, climbing
scratches on tree bark, droppings.
Snowshoe hare, Lepus americanus, droppings
Mink, Mustela vison, tracks.
Black bear, Ursus americanus, seen, droppings, tracks.

Mammals
Few mammals were observed during our fieldwork, but signs of several species added to our
list:
•
•
•

Moose, Alces alces, tracks, droppings,
bones
Woodland caribou, Rangifer tarandus, droppings, remains of antlers and bones
Beaver, Castor canadensis, seen, tracks,
droppings, cut branches and trees

Above: Solitary sandpiper
Below: Least sandpiper
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Fauna—Vertebrate: Black bear
During this fieldwork we had three encounters
with black bears. When planning for the survey, we decided to bring guns for protection,
although based on our experience with black
bears elsewhere, we did not consider them to
be a great threat. Unlike grizzlies and polar
bears, black bears are usually cautious around
people and tend to flee if encountered. The
beach campsite at Konrad Brook had been used
a year or so before by provincial fisheries biologists, who told us in Goose Bay
that there had been a problem
bear there, but they thought that
it would no longer be a danger.
We felt better about having the
guns along.

to walk briskly away from it. The bear started to
run after them again, and a second banger sent
it into the bushes once more, briefly. When Anne
and Claudia had reached Andrus and Michael,
and as we all moved backwards towards camp
a third banger was launched, at which point the
bear merely strolled towards the bushes, then
turned and watched us. Leaving the loaded bear
banger, Michael ran back to the camp and got
the shotgun.

Bear I
The four of us (Claudia Hanel,
Andrus Voitk, Anne Marceau,
and Michael Burzynski) landed at
the lake around 1:00 pm on July
21 on a hot, clear day. Before
we had even left the float plane,
we spotted bear tracks on the
beach—a mid-sized sow and her
cub. As we unloaded the plane,
one 12-gauge shotgun provided When we ran at it screaming at the top of our lungs, it just sat down.
by the Wildlife Division was loaded with two rubber bullets and two slugs and Mi- We wanted to make sure that the bear realized
chael strapped a pouch containing bear bangers that we could be dangerous to it. First we tried
to scare it by charging in its direction and makto his belt. The plane left, and after a couple of
ing a lot of noise. Michael and Andrus ran at
hours the campsite was partially set up and we
the bear yelling at the top of their lungs, waving
decided to take a rest by strolling up the beach
towards the river. Unfortunately the shotgun was their arms. When they had approached to about
not taken along. Claudia and Anne got ahead by sixty metres of the bear, it just sat down and
a couple of hundred metres, and rounded a turn watched! Face on, it was not possible to shoot
the bear with a rubber bullet for fear of injuring
beside a patch of alders and willows.
it. Eventually the bear rose, exposing a flank,
Claudia spotted a bear about 30 m in front of
and Michael fired a rubber bullet. The bear leapt
them. She shouted “Bear!” and the two turned
into the bushes, and was gone. From then on
and walked back towards Michael and Andrus.
we carried a shotgun with us wherever we went.
As they moved down the beach, the bear broke
Bear II
into a run behind them. When it approached to
within about 20 m of them Michael fired a bear
We encountered our second bear on the tundra,
banger in their direction. The explosion slowed
while collecting on the high barrens to the south
the bear, and it ran into the bushes that lined
of the west end of our camp. As we moved
the upper beach. Anne and Claudia continued
past some low willows in a small depression,
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we heard and then saw a mid-sized black bear
break out and run away from us. Visibility is
good on the flat, barren tundra, and we watched
this bear bounding away at high speed in a
straight line until it became a small speck. It was
still running when we finally lost sight of it in the
distance.
Bear III
The third bear encounter occurred 12 days
after our arrival at the camp. By then five other
workers had joined us (Isabelle Schmelzer, Joe
Brazil, Jeff Goodyear, Jim Goudie, and Meherzad Romer), and our departure from Konrad
Brook had been delayed by dense low cloud.
Around 9:15 am on August 2, someone noticed a large bear at the far end of the beach,
about 500 m away. The bear ambled down the
beach towards us, and several of our group

started to photograph it from the northern edge
of the camp. Feeling that people thought that
we had been overly anxious about the potential bear threat, the shotgun was left behind.
However, Michael did take the bear bangers.
As the bear got closer Michael, very uncomfortable about the way that it was acting, gave the
bear bangers to Isabelle and ran back to get the
shotgun. He returned just as the bear moved
under the helicopter’s tail and faced the group of
eight onlookers from about fifteen metres away.
Suddenly the bear charged. The bear banger
was fired, the bear veered into the alders along
the upper beach and attempted to approach us
from behind along a bear trail in the bushes.
Michael climbed up on a large driftwood log to
see the bear, and when it was about 7 metres
away, fired a rubber bullet—hitting it just behind
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the shoulder. The bear spun around and raced
away. There were no signs of blood, so despite
the close range the rubber bullet probably did
not break the bear’s skin.
Other bears
Our beach, the woods, and the tundra were
full of bear tracks, and there were both old and
fresh droppings everywhere that we hiked. One
day, when flying to sample tundra on the north
side of the valley, a bear bolted when the helicopter flew over, and it was directed away from
the area before the crew was landed. Eleven
more bears were seen during a one-hour helicopter refueling trip to Nain. When approached
by the helicopter, they fled. Jeff, our pilot, said
that black bears are very afraid of helicopters.
Discussion
The two hostile encounters were unexpected.
From what we could tell, these were two different animals. There were no signs of cubs and
no fresh cub tracks at either time, so we do not
think the attacks represent maternal protective
efforts. Our expectations of black bear behaviour on encountering humans were more in
keeping with the second bear, met on the tundra. Black bears usually bolt before humans are
aware of them.
The first bear had been very persistent, had acted aggressively, had become habituated to bear
bangers very quickly, and had showed no fear
of us. It was a mid-sized animal, and appeared
to be in good condition. Its tracks did
not show any abnormalities. This experience was enough to make us very
wary and vigilant.
We set up our camp taking all of the
normal bear precautions: food coolers
were hung as high as we could from
trees, about 7 metres off the ground;
no food or scented products of any
kind were stored in sleeping tents; the
work tent and eating area were about
30 metres away from the cluster of
sleeping tents; all food wastes and
packaging were burned and wash water was disposed of in a sand pit well
down the beach. Because of the bear

threat, the latrine was constructed closer to the
camp and to the lake that we would have preferred, but the sandy soil provided good aeration for breakdown. No one was left alone at the
camp, the group travelled everywhere together
with a loaded shotgun. Each night, Andrus and
Michael slept with flashlights and shotguns
ready in their tents.
To conduct our mycological and vascular plant
surveys, we had to hike into the surrounding
dense forest, up the brush-lined rivers, or onto
the hilltop tundra each day of the following
week. The entire time we stayed close together,
made noise and were on constant bear watch.
The third bear was even more hostile than the
first, clearly intent on capturing prey. It certainly
showed no fear of us—just like the first bear.
Even a group of eight people was not enough to
dissuade the bear from its charge. Photographs
of the incident show a stereotypical predatory approach: the bear’s head was lowered, it
moved directly towards its intended prey, kept
its eyes fixed firmly on us, and charged when
close enough. It was a larger animal than the
first.
Labrador black bears have a very short summer in which to put on fat for the coming winter.
This, coupled with the lack of stronger animals
or significant natural enemies, may make them
more aggressive than bears elsewhere. Predatory approaches may be typical of black bears in
isolated parts of Labrador.
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Mycota: Provisional fungal species list
M = mycorrhizal, S = saprophytic, P = parasitic, L = lichenized and B = bacteriophagic
Northern species: Blue = arctic-alpine spp., Green = boreal-montane spp.

Alnicola tantilla
Amanita groenlandica
Amanita vaginata
Anthracoidea
heterospora
Anthracoidea karii
Anthracoidea laxae
Arrhenia onisca
Arrhenia philonotis
Arrhenia rustica
Bisporella citrina
Bryoglossum gracile
Calvatia cretacea
Ceratiomyxa fruticulosa
Cereomyces borealis
Cheilymenia fimicola
Chrysomyxa ledi
Clavaria argillacea
Clavariadelphus ligula
Clitocybe candicans
Clitocybe gibba
Clitocybe squamulosa
Collybia cirrhata
Collybia tuberosa
Coniophora puteana
Cortinarius cf
albovariegatus
Cortinarius
alboviolaceus
Cortinarius armeniacus
Cortinarius brunneus
Cortinarius caperatus
Cortinarius cf colus
Cortinarius croceus
Cortinarius cf
erubescens
Cortinarius favrei
Cortinarius fennoscandicus
Cortinarius fervidus
Cortinarius flexipes
Cortinarius cf
heterocyclus
Cortinarius cf
ionophyllus
Cortinarius malachius
Cortinarius paragaudis
Cortinarius scaurus
Cortinarius semisanguineus
Cortinarius
septentrionalis
Cortinarius uliginosus
Cortinarius violaceus
Crepidotus versutus

S Datronia mollis
S
M Entoloma alpicola
M
M Entoloma cetratum
M
Entoloma
pallescens
M
P
Entoloma turbidum
M
P Exobasidium juelianum P
P Exobasidium ledi
P
S Exobasidium vaccinii
P
S Exobasidium
P
S vaccini-uliginosi
S Fomitopsis rosea
S
S Fuscoboletinus asiaticusM
S Fuscoboletinus
M
B glandulosus
S Fuscoboletinus
M
S spectabilis
S
P Galerina marginata
Galerina
paludosa
S
M
Gloeophyllum
sepiarium
S
S
Gomphidius
borealis
M
S
Gymnopilus
penetrans
S
S
Gymnopus
alpinus
S
S
Gymnopus
impudicus
S
S
Gymnopus
S
S
S loiseleurietorum
Gymnopus ocior
S
M Hebeloma cavipes
Hebeloma nigellum
M Hebeloma velutipes
M Helotium clavus
M Hygrocybe cinerella
M Hygrocybe miniata
M Hymenochaete tabacina
M Hyphodontia quercina
Hypholoma elongatum
M Hypholoma myosotis
M Hypomyces
M microspermus
Inocybe calamistrata
M Inocybe geophylla var.
M lilacina
Inocybe lacera
M Kuehneromyces
M mutabilis
Kuehneromyces
M lignicola
M Laccaria bicolor
M Laccaria laccata
Laccaria proxima
M Laccaria trullisata
M Lachnellula suecica
Lactarius circellatus
M Lactarius deterrimus
M Lactarius glyciosmus
S Lactarius hibbardae

M
M
M
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
P
M
M
M
S
M
M
M
M
M
S
M
M
M
M

Lactarius pseudouvidus M
Lactarius
M
repraesentaneus
Lactarius rufus
M
Lactarius
M
salicis-herbaceae
Lactarius sphagneti
M
Lactarius tabidus
M
Lactarius torminosulus M
Lactarius torminosus
M
Lactarius trivialis
M
Leccinum atrostipitatum M
Leccinum niveum
M
Leccinum rotundifoliae M
Leccinum scabrum
M
Leccinum versipelle
M
Lentinellus omphalodes S
Leocarpus fragilis
B
Lichenomphalia alpina L
Lichenomphalia
L
umbellifera
Lycogala epidendrum B
Lycoperdon molle
S
Lycoperdon perlatum
S
Lycoperdon pyriforme S
Lycoperdon umbrinum S
Marasmius androsaceus S
Megalocystidium
S
leucoxanthum
Melampsora epitea
P
Merismodes anomala
S
Merismodes fasciculata S
S
Meruliopsis taxicola
Multiclavula vernalis L
Mycena alexandri
S
Mycena epipterygia
S
Mycena flavoalba
S
Mycena galericulata
S
Mycena megaspora
S
Mycena pura
S
Mycena rosea
S
Mycena sanguinolenta S
Mycena urania
S
Mycena vulgaris
S
Panellus violaceofulvus S
Peniophora aurantiaca S
Phellinus chrysoloma S
Phellinus conchatus
S
Phellinus igniarius
S
Pholiota mixta
M
Pholiota spumosa
S
Phragmidium rubi-idaei P
Plicatura nivea
S
Plicaturopsis crispa
S

Polyporus lepideus
S
Polyporus varius
S
Psilocybe montana
S
Puccinia conglomerata P
Puccinia dioicae
P
Puccinia fergussonii
P
Puccinia ribis
P
Pucciniastrum arcticum P
Pucciniastrum
P
potentillae
Ramularia destructiva P
Rhizopogon luteolus
M
Rhodocollybia butyracea
S
var. butyracea
Rhodocollybia maculata S
Rhytisma salicinum
P
Rickenella fibula
S
Rickenella mellea
S
Rickenella
S
pseudogrisella
Russula aeruginea
M
Russula altaica
M
Russula chamiteae
M
Russula gracillima
M
Russula nana
M
Russula nauseosa
M
Russula nitida
M
Russula paludosa
M
Russula queletii
M
Russula
M
violaceoincarnata
Rutstroemia firma
S
Spinellus fusiger
P
Stemonitis fusca
B
Stereum sanguinolentum S
Suillus clintonianus
M
Taphrina carnea
P
Tectella patellaris
S
Tremella mesenterica
S
Trichaptum abietinum S
Trichaptum laricinum S
Tricholoma imbricatum M
Tricholomopsis decora S
Tubaria confragosa
S
Tubaria furfuracea
S
Tubulicrinis glebulosus S
Tyromyces chionius
S
Xerocomus gracilis
M
Xeromphalina
S
campanella
Xeromphalina cornui S
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Mycota: Comments
A total of 408 collections were processed. Of
these, 319 (78%) were tentatively identified to
species on site, for a Provisional Species List of
189. 40 % of collections were taken to Finland
by Esteri for further study (174 on loan and 11
duplicates) from both the tentatively and incompletely identified groups. Further determination
of these specimens should result in additional
taxa and possible revision of provisionally determined taxa. Nonetheless, we expect the revised
list to resemble the provisional list in its broad
outline.
Our intent was to concentrate primarily on
mushrooms of the barrens, a harsh habitat with
relatively little diversity of vascular plants and,
therefore, a relatively limited number of mushroom species. Because much of our surveying
took place in the lush lowlands of our protected
canyon, a much greater diversity of species was
found. This provided us a more complete representation of what grew in the region, but at the
expense of undersurveying the tundra, by far
the most common habitat of the region.
62 species (32%) were “northern”: 13 arcticalpine (shaded in blue) and 49 boreal-montane
species (shaded in green). Only one of the
arctic-alpine species has been collected on a
previous foray.12 of our species are described
in the four small booklets of Arctic and alpine
fungi published by Soppkonsultenten A/S, Oslo.
102 of the 189 species (54%) have not been
recorded at our forays before. This is the highest proportion of new species to date, another
indication that the habitat is markedly different
from that of sites we have surveyed on the lower latitudes of Newfoundland. Only ten species
have been found at every foray to date.
Eleven species were common in the statistical
sense (number of collections over 2 standard
deviations from the mean of number of collections for all species). This group had no arcticalpine species and only one northern species,

suggesting a preponderance of species from the
lush valley, rather than the tundra.
We determine commonness by the number of
collections of a species brought in. It is part
of human nature to go to new things and not
repeat the old. Therefore this measure is always underestimated. However, when foray
participants know that the number of collections
also provides useful information, they are much
more likely to collect and record species they
have collected before. A small group, exploring
new areas and working under significant time
constraints, is far less likely to bring in multiple
collections of the same species. Therefore,
the commonness of species is much underestimated in this list and may well be skewed
significantly. Still, it is our only measure of commonness, so even if much less reliable than on
our regular forays, it provides the best objective
data of this measure.
We found an impressive number of rusts, smuts
and allied pathogens on the vegetation; a more
detailed report is in preparation on these fungal
parasites. Meanwhile, the main physiologic action for each species is indicated in the list.
Publications
To date this Census has stimulated several
publications:
•

Burzynski M: Black bear encounters in Labrador. Submitted to The Osprey and FUNGI.

•

Voitk A, Ohenoja E: Multiclavula of Newfoundland and Labrador. Submitted to The
Osprey and FUNGI.

•

Wang Z, Ohenoja E, Voitk A: Thuemenidium
in northeastern North America. In preparation.

•

Ohenoja E: Rusts and smuts in Labrador,
summer 2008. In preparation.

•

FUNGI will publish this Mushroom Census in
its entirety on the magazine’s web page.

Next page: left column, top to bottom: Arrhenia rustica, Cortinarius favrei, Multiclavula vernalis, Rickenella pseudogrisella,
Fuscoboletinus asiaticus; middle column, top to bottom: Galerina sp., Mycena sanguinolenta, Marasmius androsaceus, Mycena
rosea; right column, top to bottom: Leccinum rotundifoliae, Lichenomphalia umbellifera, Rutstroemia firma, Tubaria confragosa,
Lentinellus omphalodes.
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Difficulties
We feel very privileged to have had the opportunity to participate in the Konrad biodiversity
survey.
MUSHROOM COLLECTING PROCEDURE
Understanding this discussion requires knowledge of the collecting process. A valid inventory
of mushrooms begins with going in the field to
collect, trying to keep each collection separate,
fresh and protected. Field notes and photos are
helpful. On return, each collection is separated
and a label filled out with collecting data. The
specimen is examined macroscopically and
microscopically, notes are made, it is keyed out
in appropriate books and the identification is
recorded on the label. Identification is always
easiest with fresh specimens, because drying
distorts size, changes colours and smells can
be totally lost. Identified collections are photographed and all data on the label are recorded
in a database, including the photo number. Then
the specimen is dried and filed with its label for
transport. Care must be taken to ensure that
the photograph, label and database entry correspond to the right specimen. As a very rough
rule, every man-hour in the field requires at
least one man-hour for these subsequent pursuits.
COST OF PARTICIPATION
We were fortunate in being able to secure the
services of Esteri Ohenoja. Our professional
mycologist travelled here from Finland at her
own expense and received no stipend or other
recompense for her costs, time or professional
expertise. While the Wildlife Division covered
the costs for the camp and transport to and from
Goose Bay, all other costs were borne by the
participants not there in a work capacity.
Not all professionals are able to finance a trip to
Labrador and back on their own. Of those who
we approached, two declined because of cost.
Many also have to give up other professional
pursuits, thereby foregoing income, to come
here. Because arctic-alpine mushrooms are
generally not accessible, they are not described
in standard texts and the number of mycolo-

gists in the world familiar with these species is
probably less than 50. Without such a specialist,
the expense of the collecting trip is unjustified,
because the majority of significant finds cannot
be identified.
Cost is also a concern for amateur participants.
Travel from the Island is very expensive, to
which are added costs of hotel and meals in
Goose Bay. (The need to load and unload all
gear and the inability to depend on connections
with charter and regular flights on the same day
due to uncertain weather requires that participants be on site at least one day on both ends.)
Although the present participants were grateful
for the experience and would like to participate
in future surveys, the cost was higher than they
anticipated and they fear that they cannot continue to commit to the expense.
In mycology amateurs make significant contributions through event organizing, specimen collecting and significant identification. Clearly, the
best contributions are made by amateurs with
some knowledge of mushrooms and experience
with collecting. The most efficient system lets
amateurs collect, leaving the professionals free
to identify. Loss of amateur participants would
seriously reduce the effectiveness of a mushroom census.
SPECIES RICHNESS
Many more species were found than we had
expected. To process this number of collections,
compromises to the collecting procedure had to
be made and some steps skipped altogether,
most regrettably photography. Each compromise or omission led to a lesser result than was
possible. Faced with such species diversity, the
logical step to ensure proper processing would
be to reduce the amount of time spent collecting. Unfortunately this was not a workable solution most of the time.
TERRAIN
Our camp was on the shore of a lake in a deep
river canyon. To reach the tundra—our intended
primary collecting habitat—on foot from our
camp took the better part of a day, leaving only
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OUR SOLUTIONS

1-2 hours to collect on top.
Because travel time was
fixed, and the time on the
tundra short, there was no
practical way to decrease
collecting time. Sheer cliffs
prevented reaching better
access routes to the high barrens. A boat to circumvent the
cliffs had to be abandoned
because of excess weight. A
helicopter to drop us off and
pick us up would have been
ideal, but was not within the
range of our budget, although
we did get two hours of collecting in high country by helicopter. In order to avoid coming back too late to process
specimens at other times, we
elected not to collect on the
tundra as frequently as we
had planned.

To preserve our collections
and attend to the preceding
concerns with the available
manpower, we cut back on
three tasks:
1. We did not photograph the
collections. This saved a lot
of time but reduced the worth
of our collection, removed an
important learning tool and
made subsequent identification of dried material much
more difficult.
2. We did not do formal data
entry on site. A student was
hired later to do the data entry
from the labels with the dried
specimens. This meant extra
cost, more handling of the
specimens, as well as producing a list full of errors by a person unfamiliar with the names.
Many hours were then spent
by two people correcting the
list, all of this delaying specimen identification and report
publishing.

REMOTE CAMPING
The same people who collect and process specimens
also look after all the normal
activities required to camp
in remote locations. These
activities require considerably
more time in remote settings
than in civilization, again
leaving less people available
to process specimens.

3. We decreased the time
spent identifying mushrooms
by microscopic examination.
Therefore an unduly large
proportion of species was
scheduled for examination at
a later date. This is very inefficient, because identifying
fresh specimens is markedly
easier, particularly if the dried
specimens lack photographs
or have skimpy notes. Also, it
is much more difficult to find
time for this from one’s daily
life. Ideally, the vast majority of
collections should be identified
on site, taking home for more
study only some very interesting or obscure material.

BEAR
The bear threat decidedly
hampered our collecting effort. The need to designate
one person as bear monitor
required the person carrying
the firearm to concentrate on
vigilance and safe gun handling, effectively removing
that person from collecting or
photographing. Travelling together also reduced our ability to spread apart to cover a
large area.
Bear tracks—sow and cub—found on arrival.
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Advantages
Extensive planning went into this event by all involved, directly resulting in the material in this report.
We offer a partial list as template for similar trips in he future:
1. Excellent camp site—easy to reach by float plane, flat land for tents, shelter, trees for bearproofing
food, fresh water, firewood, fish in the lake. Although inconveniently far from the tundra, for camping and working on collections this site was much better than camping on the highlands.
2. Central contact person at all times, responding to any needs or other details, including change of air
and hotel reservations, as well as getting messages to families.
3. Well planned menu with lots of food. Good cookware, stove, gas, dishes, supplies.
4. Generator, fuel, microscopes, drier, good library, chairs, tables, good tents, other supplies to set up
laboratory and identify and process collections.
5. Guns, ammunition, bear bangers, fishing gear, first aid kit, fly dope, satellite telephones, GPS-s,
maps, batteries and chargers, cameras, other safety and convenience items.
6. Botanist, allowing better identification of partner organisms; very compatible crew.*
7. Mycologist with extensive expertise in tundra mycota—without her the census could not have
taken place.
*The botany-mycology combination proved beneficial for the botanist as well, because three of the four mushroomers were very
strong botanists, able to help with identification, collecting and pressing.
Below: Westward view of Konrad Brook canyon.
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Recommendations
SPECIFIC TO MYCOLOGICAL CENSUS
1. Cover travel costs of participants.
The budget need not cover 100% of the
participants, because some mycologists may
have research or departmental travel grants
and some participants may be involved as
part of their employment. For all others there
needs to be an assurance that most personal
out-of-pocket expenses will be covered.
While it may be argued that such very expensive ventures are offered to participants free
of charge, it should be remembered that participants, professional and amateur, donate
their time, energy and expertise for free. This
is a practical matter, not one for speculation
or debate—if people can not afford to participate, the census will not take place. These
costs are minimal, compared to the prohibitive
fees of contracting similar services.
2. Provide a few days of dedicated helicopter
time to the mushroom census.
The camp site did not allow easy access to
highland collecting sites. Thus, the survey of
the barrens is less comprehensive and the
expertise in tundra mycota of our expert was
not used to its fullest. Our single two hour
helicopter collecting trip to the highlands
produced as many tundra species as all of
our hikes. Because of the unpredictability of
weather and other needs, planning should include times when the mushroom census has
priority for helicopter time, without depending
on meeting other needs first.
3. Provide a boat to facilitate travel on days
without helicopter service.
The budget needs to allow the transport of
all equipment required to ensure a complete
survey and the best use of skilled personnel.
4. Aim for a party of 10-12 people: 2-4 mycologists, 2-4 support personnel and the remainder
amateur participants.
Results are most accurate and complete
if the collections are identified on site. The

number of species approaches that identified
at our main foray, where we have 4-6 identifiers. Since 40% of collections were removed
for further identification, it seems clear that
at least one other mycologist is required to
handle the number of collections on site. It
would be ideal to have 3-4 identifiers. This
would enable them to take turns going in the
field and staying behind to do identification
and would permit deploying 2 or more field
teams for a more complete survey.
More professionals will allow the inclusion of
more amateurs to form two or more groups
to aid with collecting and other duties. Also,
2-4 support personnel should be included for
data entry, photography, specimen drying and
filing, while another two or more support personnel should be dedicated to bear monitoring, cooking and camp duties. Perhaps Wildlife employees, First Nation partner groups or
students in the life sciences can yield interested participants at little additional cost.
These changes would allow much more representative collecting, proper recording, photographing and databasing, and identification of
over 90% of collections on site—more efficient,
timely and reliable than subsequent identification from dried specimens without photographs.
Because all of these recommendations add a
substantial increase to the budget we are actively seeking other partners to help support
these efforts. Whether we can secure additional
partners or not, budget needs are the common
concern of all involved parties to solve together.
GENERAL ADVICE
Bear
All black bears in the northern Labrador backcountry should be considered dangerous.
Each camp needs a dedicated bear monitor. It is
impossible to watch for bears and to be involved
in any other activity at the same time. Bear
monitoring and gun safety require complete
concentration.
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An extra loaded shotgun should be readily available at camp. Each participant should be shown
how to load and fire the shotgun.
Bear bangers are of no use in forest and alder
thickets and limited use in the open. They may
scare off the average bear, but merely slow a
predatory bear for a few seconds.
Bear spray would not have worked in the second attack because of the speed of the charge.
Bears also move at night. A solar-powered electrified perimeter fence is an important addition to
safety equipment for nighttime bear security.
Camp bear-safety protocols should be followed
strictly and people should not wander off alone.
After the immediate threat has passed, it is easy
to become blasé about bear safety. When the
potential exists around the clock for a predator
that large to come at you, you must be continuously vigilant.
Rubber bullets work very well, but guns should
also be loaded with slugs in case a bear continues its approach.
Blackfly
A securely closed bug jacket is a must. Any
holes in the netting must be repaired immediately.

Only fly repellents with high DEET concentration
like Muskol work for any useful period of time.
Surprisingly, a citronella-based compound,
Natrapel, kept flies away for 10-20 minutes,
enough time to remove the hood and eat.
In hot or humid weather bug jackets slow down
strenuous activity. Glasses fog up under these
conditions. All-net jackets are cooler, but cloth
reinforced ones are less likely to be ripped.
Other
Changing weather can influence activities. Frost
can occur in every month of the year. Be prepared for all that can come your way—most of it
will.
Even on the tree-less tundra it is possible to get
turned around. Always carry a map, GPS, spare
batteries, and a compass for back-up.
Satellite telephone communication is essential.
Make sure you have a functioning telephone,
enough batteries and sufficient air time and
make sure several people know how to use
the telephone. Prearranged calling minutes are
false economy in such circumstances.
Based on our experience with both, use only
Iridium telephones. The Globalstar system was
not dependable.

Lichenomphalia umbellifera, a very common lichenized species on the barrens.

